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The results of investigations for the large structural  Pоkrovo-Kireevskaya ore knot within the of Don-
bas and Near-Azovian megablock of the Ukrainian Shield are presented.  The features of fault-block
tectonics and its influence on  forming the ore knot are defined. The Kalmius, Hruzsko-Elanchik,
Yuzhno-Donetsk,  and other fault zones of the orthogonal and diagonal systems and their signifi-
cance in the localization of  unique fluorite rare-earth deposit are characterized, by using satellite
images and geological-geophysical data. The   features of magmatism manifestation are studied.
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Наведені результати досліджень великого структурного Покрово-Киреївського рудоносного
вузла, розташованого в межах зони зчленування Донбасу з Приазовським  мегаблоком Укра-
їнського щита. Визначені закономірності розломно-блокової тектоніки та її роль у форму-
ванні рудного вузла. За аерокосмічними і геолого-геофізичними даними охарактеризовані
Кальміуська, Грузько-Єланчицька, Південно-Донецька та інші розломні зони ортогональної
та діагональної систем і їх значення в локалізації  унікального  флюорит-рідкісноземельного
родовища. Досліджені особливості прояву  магматизму.

Ключові слова: тектоніка, розломна  геоструктура,  геоблоки,  дайки,  флюорит-редкісно-
металеве родовище.
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Приведены  результаты исследования крупного Покрово-Киреевского рудоносного узла,
расположенного в зоне сочленения Донбасса с Приазовским мегаблоком Украинского щита.
Определены закономерности разломно-блоковой тектоники и ее роль в формировании
рудного узла. По аэрокосмическим и геолого-геофизическим данным охарактеризованы
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Introduction
The problem of Pokrovo-Kireevo structure tec-
tonics is essential due to discovery of the rather
large so named deposit of fluorite - rare earth
ores within the this structure at the shallow
depths. Presently there are known more hun-
dred all-aged fluorite deposits, which are oc-
curred at the different geological formations.
The unique Pokrovo-Kireevo fluorite - rare earth
deposit was discovered by the geologists from
the Near-Azovian Geological Survey Expedition
in late the 1950-s in the largest mining district,
the eastern Ukraine [Древин и др., 1960]. This
deposit represents the demonstrative example
of the ore formation at the comparatively shal-
low depths and in the extremely complicated
structure – tectonic knot. By its genetic fea-
tures the Pokrovo-Kireevo deposit is unique
does not have analogues in Ukraine. Ores of
similar type are exposed only at the Vozne-
senka fluorite deposit, the Russian Far East.

The tectonic position of the 
Pokrovo-Kireevo ore cluster 
The Pokrovo-Kireevo fluorite-rare earth de-
posit is localized within the boundaries of a very
complicated structure - ore knot. In the tec-
tonic context it is situated in the conjunction
zone between the rather young “Phanerozoic”
Donetsk fold basin and the ancient “Precam-
brian” Near-Priazovian mega-block of the
Ukrainian Shield (USh). In the Precambrian
crystalline basement of the region under the
sedimentary cover the dome-shaped structure
of the same name at the size of 30 km is sus-
pected to be identify. It composes of gneiss –
migmatite formations from the Achaean and
Proterozoic, as well as granites of the ester
Near-Azonian complex from the Neoprotero-
zoic. Here the massifs, stocks, and dykes of
multi-aged Phanerozoic rocks of ultrabasic,
basic, and alkali compositions are widespread.
The segments of the separate arcuate fault,
dykes, and other elements of the Pokrovo-
Kireevo dome structure are revealed using
geophysical and aerospace data [Быстрев -
ская, Шаталов, 1980]. 

The critical elements of tectonics for the
study region are the faults [Бондарчук, 1966;
Майданович, 1968; Собакарь 1961; Чеба -
ненко и др., 1991]. They are responsible for all
heterogeneity and patchiness of the Pokrovo-
Kireevo structure, block character for the East-
ern Near-Azovian mega-block of the USh and
conjunction zone with the Donbas. The rupture
dislocations in the region differ in the direction,
depth, extension, displacement amplitude
both vertically and laterally as well as the other
kinematic features. In the south-eastern
Ukraine they form the orthogonal and diagonal
systems, which consist of the series of sub-
parallel zones dissecting the above mentioned
structural stages into the different-sized geo-
blocks. Most faults emerged in the Precam-
brian and continue to develop until now. Many
zones of rupture dislocations have all typical
characteristics of depth faults.  

The South-Donetsk fault dividing the Near-
Azovian mega-block of the USh from the folded
Donbas is the structural type of marginal su-
ture, in fact a mini-rift. The plunge of crystalline
basement rocks occurred along this fault to the
great depths and thick mass of sedimentary
and volcanogenic Paleozoic rocks. Deep seis-
mic sounding data clearly defined the South-
Donetsk fault in the relief of the Moho
discontinuity and, likely, which penetrates at
least to the depth of 200 km. One of the main
evidences of its deep-seated disposition is the
manifestation here magmatic rock with ultra-
basic, basic, and alkali compositions. The
South-Donetsk fault leads to tectonic discor-
dance of rock from the “white” Devonian with
the Carboniferous sediments and further the
crystalline Precambrian rocks with the different
horizons of the Devonian period. Along this
deep fault (a width of about 10 km) it may be
directly observed the tectonic relationship
among the Precambrian, Hercynian, and
Alpine structural stages. The amplitudes of ver-
tical offsets along this fault within the bound-
aries of “mini-rift” get at a value of 500 m
[Лебедев, Собакарь, 1961; Майданович,
1968; Собакарь, 1961; Чебаненко и др.,

Кальмиусская, Грузско-Еланчикская, Южно-Донецкая и другие разломные зоны ортогональ-
ной и диагональной систем и их значение в локализации уникального флюорит-редкозе-
мельного месторождения. Исследованы особенности проявленного  магматизма.

Ключевые слова: тектоника, разломная геоструктура, геоблоки, дайки, флюорит-редко-
земельное месторождение. 
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1991].  In the basin of the Mokra Volnovakha
River the large – scale faults of north-eastern
(Kalmius fault) and submeridional (Hruzsko-
Elanchik fault) strikes. They dissect the South-
Donetsk fault and sublatitudinal structures of
the folded Donbas. These tectonic dislocations
are also characterized by the deep-seated
spread features. As far as the tectonic signifi-
cance, geo-dynamics and magmatism factors,
as well as mineralogical, geological and geo-
physical aspects the Hruzcko-Elanchik deep-
seated fault is very important in the formation
of the rather complicated Pokrovo-Kireevo
structural ore cluster. This tectonic zone here
is chief among the transverse faults and is no
doubt ore controlling structure within the
boundaries of the Pokrovo-Kireevo one (later-
ally and at a depth). The ore occurrence dis-
covered here is exactly coincides with it. That
period of the Earth evolution was probably
marked by a cracking and stretching of rather
thick, dense, and solid – crystalline Earth’s
crust of the Near-Azovian mega-block in the
conjunction of the South-Donetsk and
Hruzsko- Elanchik  deep-seated fault zones.
Strengthening the tectonic and magmatic
processes provoked the most magmatic intru-
sions of alkali-ultrabasic rocks and fluorite-rare
earth ore occurrence was formed here. 

It is important to point out that the fault
within the conjunction zone between the Don-
bas and Near-Azovian area are classified by
the cinematic attributes as follows: strike-
slips, oblique-slip faults, thrusts, and
transpressional faults. The fault amplitudes
here reach to 1-2 km, and total amplitudes of
the longitudinal and transverse oblique-slip
and transpressional faults along the South-
Donetsk one are about 4–5 km [Майданович,
1968; Собакарь, 1961; Чебаненко и др.,
1991]. These rupture dislocations define the
complicated fault-block structure of the region.
Here there are positive and negative structures
such as horsts and grabens, respectively. Em-
bedding the horst-graben structures for the
conjunction zone between the Donbas and
Near-Azovian mega-block of the USh arose in
the Early Frasnian period. The tectonic move-
ments here emerged clearly after the formation
of sedimentary rocks of the Nikolaevska suite
(Middle Devonian). The change of tectonic
condition in the South-Donetsk “micro-avlako-
gene” was intimately connected with the be-

ginning of volcanic activity caused the forma-
tion of volcanics of the Petrovsky thickness
concealed under effusive and volcanoclastic
buildups from the Anton-Taramsk, Dolgan and
Razdolnoe Formations. 

As far as morphology of the region, this is
the flat open landscape (steppe) at the South-
Eastern Ukraine. However, here between the
rivers Kalmius and Hruzsky Elanchik in the
deep fault intersection zone of the diagonal
and orthogonal systems A.Ya. Drevin et al.
[Древин и др., 1960] have found that the Pre-
cambrian crystal base of the Near-Azovian
mega-block of the USh penetrated deeply into
the range of folding Paleozoic rocks of the
Donbas forms the large Elanchik horst (Fig. 1).
The horst is bounded by the Voikov thrust (or
the Komsomolsky strike-slip by A.P. Rotai) in
the west and the Hruzsko-Elanchik strike-slip
(the Elanchik-Rovenky fault by I.A. Maid-
anovich) in the east. The Mesozoic (locally)
and Tertiary deposits are sheetlike and near
horizontal at the moderate thickness and un-
derlay in this horst forming the top structural

Fig. 1. Scheme of fault-block framework for the
Pokrovo-Kireevo structure [Древин и др., 1960]

1 – Archean gneisses and migmatites; 2 – Proterozoic gra-
nosyenites; 3 – Upper Divonian basalts; 4 – augite pyroxe-
nites; 5 – alkaline basaltoids and porphyrites; 6 – malig nites;
7 – basaltoids under Paleozoic sedimentary rocks;
8 – orthophyres; 9 – andesites and trachyandesites;
10 – dykes of grorudites; 11 – Devonian sedimentary
rocks;  12 – Carboniferous sedimentary rocks; 13 – detec-
ted faults; 14 – assumed faults according to geophysical
data; 15 – grabens



stage. In contrary, thick volcanogenic sedi-
ments from the Devonian, Carbon, and Mezo-
Cenozoic revealed by the multiple coring wells
are developed in the grabens adjacent to the
horst. The depth geological mapping identified
the Paleozoic volcanogenic sediments over the
Precambrian rocks occur discordantly in the
grabens and different buried parts of the
Elanchik horst as well as within the geoblocks
framing it. These Paleozoic volcanogenic sed-
iments form the middle structural stage. The
low horst in the vicinity of the Kultura village is
adjacent to the Elanchik one in the east and is
detach from it by sub-latitudinal and sub-
meridian grabens. 

The bottom (Precambrian) structural stage
consists of the ancient Archaean – Proterozoic
crystalline rocks, which are represented by
gneisses, migmatites, granites, granosyenites,
etc. The Precambrian rock outcrops of the
Elanchik horst may be observed only along the
Hruzsky Elanchik River (between the villages of
Kuznetsovo-Mikhailovskoe and Kumachovka)
and its right binnacle (the Kamenka draw and
others).  The erosion processes at this area
uncovered grey and rose gneiss – migmatite
facies from the Archaean and Palaeoprotero-
zoic as well as the massifs of granosyenites
from the Neoproterozoic composed the base
of the bottom structural stage. Gneisses,
migmatite, and granosyenites within the
bounders of the Pokrovo-Kireevo structure are
cut by the massifs of pyroxenites, the stocks of
basalts, porphyrites, malignites, bostonites
and numerous Paleozoic dykes of basic (dia-
bases), acid (orthophyres and quartz por-
phyries) and alkali (grorudites) compositions.
Here there are the localities of cataclasis, my-
lonitization, and strong alkalization of the host
rocks. They are previously determined and
characterized by the author as incorporated
in the Kuznetsovo-Mikhailovsky dyke belt
[Шата лов, 1981, 1986]. 

The Fig. 1 shows the key features of the
Pokrovo-Kireevo structure, which are caused
by horst-graben type of the structure of the
Earth crust. The large Elanchik horst is
bounded to the west, north and east by the
smaller horsts and grabens. Their sizes are
from 2�3 km to 5�10 km. They are separated
from each other by the fault complexes (strike-
slips, oblique-slip faults, thrusts, and trans-
pressional faults) with the submeridional and

sublatitudinal orientations. Most of them are
traced by the coring wells. The most studied
among them is sublatitudinal strike-slip ex-
tended through the north edge of Kumachovka
village. The Neoproterozoic granosyenites and
Paleozoic malignites are adjacent to the south
fault limb. The amplitude of vertical shift for this
fault reaches here to 300 m [Древин и др.,
1960; Майданович, 1968]. The second sub-
latitudinal fault – slip conjugates with the for-
mer and has been mapping to the south from
Kultura village. These faults are cut by the
Hruzsko–Elanchik fault – slip spreading along
the River Hruzsky Elanchik to the west of the
villages of Kultura and  Kumachievka. This fault
zone is traced at the distance of 10 km and has
NE 30o strike and steep south-east dip. The
system of horsts and grabens in the east is
bounded by the other fault – slip of the north-
eastern strike (Fig. 1). The grabens of the
Pokrovo-Kireevo structure are filled by the Car-
boniferous limestones and  Jurassic tuffaceous
deposits and the Precambrian rocks of horsts
(for example, the horst at Kultura village) are
only overlapped by sedimentary rocks from the
Cretaceous, Palleogene, and Neogene (Fig. 2).

A follow-up study of the conjunction zone
between the Donbas and Near-Azovian by the
geologists from the Artemivsk and Near-Azov-
ian prospecting expeditions the horst-graben
character of the Pokrovo-Kireevo structure is
specified and detailed considerably. The pat-
tern of the complex block structure of the Pre-
cambrian and Hercynian structural stages for
the Pokrovo-Kireevo ore cluster (Fig. 3) is also
defined. The new systems of fault- slips and
fault-thrusts were mapped here and the large
amplitudes of the horizontal and vertical shifts
of geoblocks (more 1 km) and the character of
evolution for the Phanerozoic volcanism are
determined [Бутурлинов, Скаржинский, 1970;
Майданович, 1968]. In particular, the occur-
rence fields for sedimentary–volcanogenic
rocks of the Paleozoic age and their relation-
ship with fault-block structure were identified.
Among volcanic rocks of the Pokrovo-Kireevo
structure the rock series of ultrabasic, basic,
alkali–subalkaline, and shonkinite – monzonite
sets such as augitophyric basalts, augitic py-
roxenites, porphyrites, malignites, shonkinites,
bostonites, lamprophyres, orthophyres, groru-
dites and many others [Бутурлинов, Скар -
жинский, 1970].
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It is found that the effusive-terrigene
strata from the Late and Early Devonian (Raz-
dolnenska and Dolhinska suites, respectively)
as well as effusive stratum from the Middle -
Early Devonian (Anton-Taramska suite) are
here deposited from up to down over the
Precambrian geoblocks. In addition to the
Paleozoic and Mesozoic dykes (andesites,

andesite  porphyrites, etc.) cutting the Pre-
cambrian and Paleozoic rocks are widespread
here. Figs. 3 and 4 perfectly illustrated the
character of relations between the Precam-
brian and Phanerozoic rocks from the
Pokrovo-Kireevo horst-graben structure and
the features of geological framework and
volcanism of the study region. 
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Fig. 2. Geological cross-section of sedimentary
cover developed over e system of horsts and gra-
bens from the Pokrovo-Kireevo structure governing
fluorite-rare earth deposit. It is composed by the
author using geological survey data from the Arte-
mivsk prospecting expedition (V.A. Matiushonok,
I.A. Maidanovich, 1970)

1 – anthropogenic sediments (sands, loams); 2 – sedi-
ments from the Sarmatian stage of the Neogene (clays,
sands, marls); 3 – Upper Eocene sediments, Kiev suite
(marls, clays, sandstones); 4 – Upper Cretaceous sedi-
ments, Maastrichtian stage (limestones, green sands);
5 – Upper Cretaceous sediments, Campanian stage (bone
chert, sands, loamstones); 6 – Lower Cretaceous sedi-
ments (kaolinitic clay, sandstones); 7 – sediments of the
Tournaisian stage, Carboniferous (dolomite limestones,
argillaceous slates); 8 – Precambrian geoblocks; 9 – dyke
of Paleozoic age; 10 – fluorite – rare metal occurrence;
11 – faults; 12 – wells

Fig. 3. Geological cross-section shows the “keyboard pattern” of geoblock framework at the Pokrovo-
Kireevo fluorite – rare earth deposit. This is composed by the author on a basis of geological survey data
from the Artemivsk prospecting expedition (I.A. Maidanovich, N.F. Rusakov, 1970)

1 – fluorite deposit; 2 – anthropogenic sediments; 3 – Mesozoic sediments; 4 – Carboniferous sediments; 5 – igneous-
sedimentary rocks of the Devonian (Anton-Taramska,  Dolhinska and  Razdolnenska suites);  6 – mafic dykes of the
Precambrian; 7 – dykes of the Devonian age (augitites, limburgites, etc.); 8 – intrusions of the Paleozoic; 9 – geoblocks
of the Precambrian basement; 10 fault zones; 11 – wells



The analysis of the mapping Bouguer
anomalies for the Near-Azovian  megablock
shows the Elanchik horst and Pokrovo-Kireevo
structure, on the whole, coincides with gravity
anomaly [Келеватов, Полуновский, 1986;
Лебедев, Собакарь, 1961;  Собакарь 1961].
The positive gravitation field occupies most
structure and conforms to geoblock formation
of the large Elanchik horst and smaller blocks
flanking it. The Pokrovo-Kireevo gravity anom-
aly within the +52 mGal isoline borders is
280 km2 at the intensity of +90 mGal in its cen-
tre. To west the Pokrovo-Kireevo gravity anom-
aly decreases sharply, forming the gravity
shoulder more 20 mGal at the field gradient of
4 mGal/km [Лебедев, Собакарь, 1961; Май -
да нович, 1968]. The shoulder length here is
about 45 km stretching along the large fault.
This shoulder is connected  by the geophysi-
cists with the deep Kalmius fault zone, which
passes from Shevchenko farm to Kolosky,
Khleborob and other farms and further south –
west [Келеватов, Полуновский, 1986; Лебе -
дев, Собакарь, 1961; Собакарь, 1961]. To
east between the Hruzsky and Sukhoy Elanchik
Rivers the intensity of the Pokrovo-Kireevo

gravity anomaly is also changed by the value of
20 mGal that results in the gradient of more
3 mGal/km. In the most northern part of it ap-
proximately 11 km from the Ilovaisk – Taganrog
Railway the gravity shoulder separates the
Pokrovo-Kireevo maximum from the reduced
part of field typical for the Donetsk fold structure.
To south, the gravity shoulder of sublatitudinal
trending separates the part of Pokrovo-Kireevo
gravity maximum from the Telmanove one. The
extent of shoulders here reaches to about
20 km and field gradients along them are more
20 eotvos [Собакарь, 1961].

Similarly, the changes of magnetic field
take place within the Pokrovo-Kireevo struc-
ture. Their intensity decreases from the centre
of the Elanchik horst to north, south, east and
west. The magnetic anomaly for the area of
structure is rather complicated owing to the
existence of five epicenters [Келеватов, Полу -
новский, 1986]. Three western epicenters are
drilled out by the numerous coring and ex-
ploratory wells. As a result it was distinguished
three small massifs (2x3 km) of Devonian py-
roxenites and gabro-pyroxenites induced the
mentioned magnetic anomalies. The distribu-
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Fig. 4. Character of development for the sedimentary cover over the geoblocks of the Pokrovo-Kireevo
structure within the Near-Azovian region. Figure is composed by the author according to geological survey
data from  the Artemivsk prospecting expedition (V. A. Matiushonok, I.A. Maidanovich,  1970)

1 – Cainozoic sediments; 2 – Mesozoic poorly defined sediments; 3 – schists, sandstones, limestones of the Carbonife-
rous age; 4 – Visean and Tournaisian sediments (limestones, schists); 5 – effusive-terrigenous stratum of the Upper De-
vonian, Razdolnenska suite; 6 – effusive-terrigenous stratum of the Upper Devonian, Dolhinska suite; 7 – effusive-
terrigenous stratum of the Middl;e - Upper Devonian, Anton-Taramska suite; 8 – mafic dykes of the Precambrian;
9 – dykes of the Mesozoic age (andesites, andesite porphyrites, etc.); 10 – geoblocks of the Precambrian basement;
11 – fault zones; 12 – wells



tions of  magnetic field and gravitation accel-
eration are characterized by the anomalous
gradient zones of orthogonal and diagonal di-
rections. They may be explained as the tec-
tonic fault systems, which are associated with
the magmatic bodies. These disjunctive forms
create the framework for the fault intrusive
structures being rooted in the magma produc-
ing origins. The electrical sounding for the area
described identifies clearly the geoblock struc-
ture and subsidence of Precambrian mass
from about 100 m depth at Kumachovka village
(the former Pokrovo-Kireevo village) to the
depth of 500 m to north of Ekaterinovka village
[Майданович, 1968]. 

Essential information concerning the geo -
block boundaries of the earth’s crust for the

Pokrovo-Kireevo structure were obtained
using remote sensing data and the analysis
of geological and geophysical materials. It
should be noted that aerospace survey data
are earlier used rarely owing to the undercover
area. Previously we have interpreted the large-
scale aerial photographs (1:17 000, 1:30 000),
multiscale photographic sketches and satel -
lite images in the scales of 1:500 000, 1:1
000 000, as well as some variants of morpho-
metric and  morphographic maps for this area.
On a basis of the integrated map of the inter-
pretation for aerospace and structural – geo-
morphological data the geological–structural
map was compiled for the Pokrovo-Kireevo re-
gion. The block structures shown on this map
(Fig. 5) and the rupture dislocations separated
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Fig. 5. Block-diagram of fault-block tectonics for the Pokrovo-Kireevo region using geological survey data.
It is composed by the author using the materials from I.A. Maidanovich, V.A. Matiushonok, N.F. Rusakov,
V.H. Verkhovtsev, 1970)

1 – upstanding blocks of the Pre-Riphean crystalline basement; 2 – downdip blocks of the basement; 3 – blocks occu-
pying an intermediate position; 4 – faults distinguished by geological data; 5 – faults distinguished by geophysical data;
6 – faults distinguished by satellite images processing



them often coincide with those earlier discov-
ered using geological and geophysical data.
However, the aerospace researches not only
detail the locations of the known fault zones,
but distinguish the new systems of lineaments
and geoblocks, determine their interiors,
which were proved by the following check bor-
ing. The aerospace survey data have identified
the new faults in this region and especially
their junctions, which are evidently perspective
for the further prospecting endogenous min-
eralization within borders of the structural
junction.

The analysis of geological and geophysi-
cal data and aerospace images show the
Pokrovo-Kireevo ore cluster is controlled by
the crossing the deep Southern Donetsk sub-
latitudinal fault with the Hruzsko-Elanchik sub-
meridian fault zone, as well as the systems of
rupture dislocations of the north-western and
north-eastern trending. As a result, the stud-
ies have found that the Pokrovo-Kireevo
structure in the whole presents the compli-
cated horst - graben framework “keyboard
pattern” (Fig. 1–5). In its borders some tec-
tonic blocks were distinguished using aero-
space, geological and geophysical data, as
such the followings: to south-west the
Elanchik horst, in the centre the Pokrovo-
Kireevo suture fault zone, to east the horst at
the Kultura village and Pokrovo-Kireevo
graben. The south-western Pokrovo-Kireevo
region is most elevated and has two stages
(Precambrian and Paleozoic). The region is
separated into the small blocks of the different
configurations by the systems of faults of sub-
meridian, sublatitudinal and north-east trend-
ing (Fig. 5). The blocks are the small sizes
consisting of the Precambrian and Phanero-
zoic volcano-sedimentary rocks of different
ages and subsiding into the depth of 5 m to
north and north-east directions. Faults divide
here both the Precambrian and Paleozoic
basement as well as the Meso-Cenozoic sed-
imentary mantle locally. The figures 1 and 5
show the fault zones of orthogonal orienta-
tion. In addition, the faults of north-east and
north-west trending have played a significant
role in the forming the small Paleozoic boss
intrusion and dykes of ultrabasic, basic, and
alkali-ultrabasic compositions, which occu-
pied main volume of the ore district. 

Structure and morphology 
of the ore body
On a basis of geological, geophysical, and
aerospace studies as well as the drilling works
it was found the features of structural position
for the Pokrovo-Kireevo deposit, i.e. it is
proved  association of deposit with the junction
between the sublatitudinal Southern Donetsk
and submeridian Hruzsko-Elanchik deep
faults. It was found that fluorite-rare-earth min-
eralization is confined to graben named then
“ore” one. The “ore’ graben area, where the flu-
orite-rare-earth deposit has been mapped, in
turn, divided by the faults of orthogonal and
diagonal systems into a number of smaller
geoblocks. As the deposit is localized in
graben, i.e. in a setting of Phanerozoic rocks
and Precambrian basement geoblocks it is ev-
ident that fault-block tectonic movements
caused the forming ore bodies of the deposit.
Geological setting was also favorable for “in-
tactness” of fluorite-rare-earth deposit from
erosion in the following geological epochs. Two
types of fluorite mineralization are revealed
by the textural features and genesis of accu-
mulation [Древин и др., 1960]. First type
represents the hydrothermal zones of vein-dis-
seminated, breccias ores among albitophyres,
granites and other rocks, adjacent to the north-
western side of graben. Ore zone is tracked
by the borehole profile along the extension to
4 km of length and 350 m and more of depth.
The extension of zone is north-east (NE 20o)
and the dip is north-west, steep. Zone thick-
ness is from 5 to 20 m. The thickness of veinlet
fluorite is varied from 1 mm to 5 cm. Fluorite
content in the zone is variable from 2 to 51%
[Древин и др., 1960]. 

Second predominant type of deposit rep-
resents metosomatic occurrence of irregular
shape among Carboniferous limestones from
the Tournaisian stage. Fluorite occurrence is
localized in the west corner of graben and
confined to structure intersection node of the
faults of NE- and NW-trending. It is controlled
by NE fault and, in fact, parallel to the previous
fluorite zone. The dip of ore – bearing zone is
north-west here under the angle of 45-55o.
Exploratory wells tracked the ore body along
the extension to 100 m of length, and 80 m for
a dip. The thickness of ore zone is varied from
8 to 80 m. Fluorite content is variable from 20
to 85%. The occurrence depth for the ore
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body of deposit is from 90 to 192 m [Древин
и др., 1960]. 

Main minerals in ores from the Pokrovo-
Kireevo deposit are fluorite, calcite, dolomite,
feldspar, and quartz. The secondary minerals
are presented by siderite, barite, celestine,
realgar, galena, sphalerite, and pyrite [Лаза -
ренко и др., 1981; Панов и др., 1980]. Often
fluorite is pseudomorphic replaced by other
minerals such as quartz, calcite, etc. It is found
in association with typical hydrothermal miner-
als, i.e. barite, sphalerite, galena, quartz, cal-
cite, etc. According to mineral composition
ores may be attributed to calcite-silicate-fluo-
rite ones. In addition to fluorite mineralization
at the Pokrovo-Kireevo deposit there are mani-
festations of native cooper, cinnabar, polymetals,
and barite. It is important that the distribution
of vein fluorite in the association with quartz,
calcite, dolomite, lead- zinc and polymetal
ores are rather often noted for the different flu-
orite deposits in the world. It is typical for meta-
somatic accumulations in sedimentary rocks. 

In the prospecting pit fluorite is distin-
guished by the perfect cleavage through octa-
hedron, vitreous luster, and cubic crystal habit.
Color of fluorite (CaF2) is predominantly pur-
ple, rarer there are colorless, white, yellow,
blue, and green samples. Specific gravity is
3.2, and refractive index is 1.425–1.43. Disper-
sion is low; cleavage is perfect on {111}. Ions
of calcium in the fluorite structure are located
according to face-centered cubic crystal,
where every fluoride ion is positioned in the
centre of the smaller cubes. The light samples
of fluorite are low refraction. Low dispersion
and isotropy for colorless fluorite minerals
allow using them as good optical material.
Samples with deep purple color have the high
light refraction and low specific gravity. Fluorite
color and its fluorescence are related to the
distribution of crystallographic elements and
physical disturbances of the crystal structures,
impurities of radioactive and rare earth ele-
ments. Mineral is slightly soluble in HCl and
dissolves completely in H2SO4. It is fusible and
can be successfully applied in metallurgy as a
flux. Fluorite may be synthesized also through
evaporation of a solution of CF2 in HCl. 

Fluorites from the Pokrovo-Kireevo de-
posit, in particular, in the latest its generations
arising from the productive mineralization
stages consist of high content of rare earths

and very high concentrations of strontium up to
1200 g/t [Панов и др., 1980]. Strontium in flu-
orites from the Pokrovo-Kireevo deposit in total
ratio is significantly higher than from the similar
deposits of USA (to 100 g/t) and Germany
(3–44 g/t). According to the German geolo-
gists the strontium concentrations in fluorites
have being increased in the productivity stages
of the Saxonic (Post-Variscan) mineragenic
cycle. Therefore, strontium is important geo-
chemical tracer of genetic affinity of fluorite
with different stages of ore genesis. Contents
of rubidium, scandium, cerium, lanthanum, eu-
ropium, samarium, yttrium and other rare earth
elements in Pokrovo-Kireevo fluorites vary
within 1–8 g/t. The relationship between the
color of minerals and rare earth content hasn’t
been established. For instance, green fluorite
contains europium and samarium 3–4 times
lower than purple sample. Therefore, these
elements could not be considered as the chro-
mophores for green color of fluorite than pre-
viously thought. It is here yttrium is distributed
more contrast. Its decrease (to 1 g/t) was
found in fluorspar of the latest generation.
Fluorite from the different generations of the
Pokrovo-Kireevo deposit is characterized
by the high values of ratios Ce : Y (0.5–1.5) and
Ce : La (1.0–1.42). Similar cerium – lanthanum
ratio (1.5–2.0) is observed for the productive
mineralization stages for the commercial fluo-
rite deposits of Thuringia and Saxony in Ger-
many. 

Genesis
By now, large amount of geological, mineralog-
ical, and geochemical data are indicated that
fluorine is key very informative chemical ele-
ment. Owing to its wide abundance and migra-
tion mobility fluorine is key very informative
chemical element. Owing to its wide abun-
dance and migration mobility fluorine partici-
pates in different natural geological processes.
When considering the genetic interrelations of
fluorine with the different types of deep mag-
matic rocks of this region it was found that their
close relations are absent.  Fluorine is amag-
matic, it hasn’t genetic relations with magma-
tism. Consequently, it needs assuming their
structural and paragenetic connection only.
Fluorine has come from the deep zones of as-
thenosphere and lithosphere along fault tec-
tonic zones in the period of their magmatic
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activation as a degassing product from the
deep parts of the Earth. It is considered that
fluorine degassing occurred from the deeper
levels than level of generations for all known ig-
neous rocks of this region. Moreover, fluorine
degassing could arise both synchronously with
volcanic processes and without the link with
them. The latter is evident by the wide exten-
sion of fluoride mineralization both in the Don-
bas and within the whole of Near-Azovian
Precambrian megablock of the USh. It is as-
sumed that fluoride was deposited in the sub-
surface lithosphere horizons at the rather lower
temperature. Fluorite mineralization in the re-
gion is everywhere confined to the large struc-
tural junctions of deep fault zones. In the
Precambrian and Phanerozoic they served the
favorable ore concentrating structures for flu-
orine, mercury, gold, rare metals and rare earth
elements. 

The “fluorine – mercury” breath of the Earth
has been arisen just in the large junctions of
tectonic fault zones. According to B.S. Panov
etc. [Панов и др., 1980; Панов, Панов, 2000]
there are ore agglomerates (realgar, cinnabar,
stibnite ant others) of colloform texture in the
Pokrovo-Kireevo deposit, that would suggest
the involvement of colloid solutions in their
formation. Sulfur isotopic composition of realgar
indicates its similarity to cinnabar and stibnite
from the productivity stages of mineralization.
Sulfur isotopic composition of marcasite is
characterized by increased content of “light”
sulfur that proves the activity of sulfide sulfur
from ore-hosting rocks in the final stage of hy-
drothermal process. This genetic feature of
mineral formation in the Pokrovo-Kireevo
structure was caused by relatively low external
pressure under the moderate deep and sub-
surface conditions [Панов, Панов, 2000].
Above mentioned data show that the formation
of Pokrovo-Kireevo fluorite – rare earth deposit
is connected with the hydrothermal activity of
solutions induced the metasomatic replace-
ment of Carboniferous limestones [Древин и
др., 1960]. 

Age
Time of intruding “fluorine” fluids and forma-
tion of the Pokrovo-Kireevo deposit is deter-
mined using geological, structural and isotopic
data. Fluids have being penetrated through the
Precambrian rocks and stratum of the Devon-

ian volcanogenic sediments. The deposit is lo-
calized in limestones from the Tournai stage
and overlapped by strata of the Jurassic, Cre-
taceous – Paleogene, and Quaternary rocks.
B.S. Panov [Панов и др., 1980; Панов, Панов,
2000] connects mineralization with the
Variscan orogeny. Isotopic age acquired previ-
ously for alkali rocks (malignites, aegirine
pegamtites) of the Pokrovo-Kireevo structure
varies in the range of 270–280 Ma. The other
geo-chronological data produce the age of ore
formation of the deposit in about 330–300 Ma. 

Conclusions
Above data show that the faults of orthogonal
and diagonal systems broke up the terrain of
the south-eastern Ukraine into a number of
small wedge-shaped geoblocks due to it was
formed the sites with the highest fragmentation
and the permeability of the lithosphere favor-
able for localization of ore substance within the
Pokrovo-Kireevo structure. As a result of acti-
vation of should be smaller Pokrovo-Kireevo
ore cluster and unique fluorine-rare earth de-
posit was formed. Above mentioned features
for tectonomagmatic and metasomatic
processes (depth, multistage, duration, inten-
sity) and fragmentation of earth crust provoked
by them as well as the deep differentiation of
matter from the bowels of planet have been im-
portant in the formation of commercial con-
centrations of rare earths and fluorite within the
ore cluster. Just these factors have provoked
the appearance of mineralization under the
conditions of crossing zones of the deep faults,
where occurred the long evolution of tectono-
magmatic and metasomatic processes both at
the great depths and subsurface parts of the
lithosphere. The Pokrovo-Kireevo ore cluster
should be attributed to the category with the
unique parameters of petrology and mineral-
ization, such as high local concentrations of
fluorite and rare elements and rather simple
mineral composition of ore. 

The South-Donetsk, Hruzsko-Elanchik and
other deep faults, which caused the compli-
cated horst – graben framework for the de-
scribed Pokrovo-Kireevo structure were the
degassing paths for fluorine and mercury from
the depths of the Earth, generating so-called
“fluorine – mercury” breathing. The rise of ore-
bearing fluids originated predominantly in
much “crushed” tectonic junctions, beyond
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magmatism. Forming the Pokrovo-Kireevo flu-
orite-rare earth deposit has occurred about
300 Ma in the very complicated structural junc-
tion of described faults of the orthogonal and
diagonal systems. The geological and struc-
tural conditions of its localization have arisen
due to the processes of deep tectonic genesis,
the hydrothermal activity of solutions caused
by metasomatic replacement of the Carbonif-
erous limestones. Ore deposit formation, prob-
ably, was predetermined by the energetic
potential of the deep astenoliths, tectonics and

geological evolution history for the whole re-
gion, in particular, initiation and development
of the Dono-Dnieper trough and a junction
zone between the Donbas and Near-Azovian
megablock of the USh. The deposit is localized
in graben, which is later called as “mining one”.
The fast accumulation of the Meso-Cenozoic
sedimentary strata in there has served as “a
cover”. It has kept the unique fluorite-rare
earth occurrence of the Pokrovo-Kireevo de-
posit from erosion.
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